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RISO INTRODUCES SOLUTIONS ASSESS EXPRESS

New System Offers Economical Basic Automated Testing Package


For Individual Schools


DANVERS, MA, Sept. 22, 2004 – RISO, Inc., a worldwide leader in digital printing 
technology for the education market, has introduced RISO Assess Express, the latest 
offering in its robust RISO Education Document Management Solution system. 
Designed specifically for single-school installations, RISO Assess Express offers an 
affordable yet powerful way to print and automatically grade standardized tests. A 
scaled-down version of RISO’s popular Assessment application, RISO Assess Express 
offers basic reporting capabilities that can be used to help improve student 
achievement. 

RISO Assess Express integrates RISO’s sophisticated automated testing software with 
cost-effective digital printing technology to provide on-site, on-demand test grading and 
reporting. With this system, schools no longer have to purchase expensive, pre-printed 
bubble sheets for mandated testing. Using a high-speed, low cost RISO Printer-
Duplicator, the teacher prints tests on-site for as little as a third of a cent per page – 
when they are needed and in the precise amount required. S/he distributes the tests, 
then collects and scans them into the system electronically using a RISO Multi-function 
Printer. The tests are graded immediately so that the teacher can, without delay, 
assess results, review problem areas with students and determine any areas where 
curriculum needs to be modified. 

RISO Assess Express is also an ideal solution for schools that prepare their students for 
state-mandated tests by conducting practice tests. With RISO Assess Express, schools 
can administer practice tests and get results in minutes rather than days or weeks, and 
do so very cost-effectively. 

“RISO developed Assess Express in response to educators who really liked our original 
Assessment application, but wanted a version that offered more basic capabilities and 
that was appropriate for installation in just one school, rather than system-wide. Our 
new release meets these objectives while offering the same benefits of our original 
technology – time saving, availability of immediate feedback, and elimination of the cost 
of pre-printed bubble sheet tests – that has been so enthusiastically received by schools 
around the country,” says Kevin Hunter, Director of Sales Support for RISO, Inc. 
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In addition to helping teachers eliminate time-consuming administrative tasks, an added 
benefit of the system is that RISO’s Printer-Duplicators can replace costly photocopiers 
in the school or school district. Because RISO’s technology prints at a fraction of the 
cost of copiers and other printing technologies, schools can realize significant savings in 
their overall printing costs. 

The suggested retail price of RISO Assess Express is $8,495. Because RISO’s 
Assessment Solutions system is specifically aimed at improving student achievement, 
many schools have successfully sought Title I funding to acquire the technology. 

For more information about RISO Assess Express and other RISO Education Document 
Management Solutions, visit the website at www.riso.com. 

About RISO, Inc. 

RISO, Inc. (www.riso.com) sells a variety of unique printing solutions throughout the 
Americas. Its line of digital Printer-Duplicators and Multi-Function Printers (MFPs) 
includes one-, two- and full color systems that reliably produce millions of copies, are 
environmentally friendly, and are easy and inexpensive to use. RISO is a trusted name 
in over 50,000 schools. Its Education Document Management Solution provides 
schools and school districts with fast and easy ways to score and analyze tests, 
automate attendance, manage forms inventory, and distribute information, while at the 
same time aggressively containing costs. 
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